IONICA
IONICA products you can
always count on number
one source for quality
filters & components

Your clear choice in WATER treatment
REVERSE OSMOSIS PURE WATER SYSTEMS
www.gurak.com.tr
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QUALITY WATER FOR QUALITY LIFE
Reverse Osmosis Pure Water Systems

We are your clear choice
GURAK ARITMA VE POMPA SISTEMILERI AS. is a premier manufacturer and importer of
residential and commercial reverse osmosis systems, water ionization systems and
many other water treatment products. With over 1,000,000 systems already in business
nationwide, IONICA give you what it takes to be a success in the commercial market.
Our complete product line of reverse osmosis systems have a unique look customers
love and features that will set you apart from your competition.
To compete in today's marketplace, you need to work with an established company
offering a range of quality products and experienced technical assistance.
For quality, saving and services, we are your clear choice.

www.gurak.com.tr
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We can give you
more than
pure water!
EC105
You get quality & performance at
prices that will surprise you!
The response of EC SERIES has been
incredibly successful.
Why pay more?
Buy from the source and save money!
www.gurak.com.tr

Trust Your Eyes
Dreams Come True

IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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EC105P provides safe, pure water using
reverse osmosis technology. We don't know
of any other system at our price that can
approaches its performance.

Quality Water
for Quality Life
Your clear choice in drinking water systems

EC105P
You get quality & performance at
prices that will surprise you!
The response of EC SERIES has been
incredibly successful.
Why pay more?
Buy from the source and save money!
www.gurak.com.tr
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IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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New 6 Stages
with Mineral Filter
Activates water molecules in our body
Improve oxygen level in our body

EC106M
New 6 Stage with Mineral Filter
The mineralized water after the mineralized
filter has perfectly balanced proportions of
minerals necessary for healthy development
of the human body.
www.gurak.com.tr

IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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Quality
Reliability
Support
Advanced technologies
This revolutionary new 6 stage system uses
Reverse Osmosis, Mineral Filter and Carbon
Filtration to put refreshing, clean water at
your fingertips. No other system available
anywhere can give you all three kinds of
purification in a system that is so simple.

EC106M-P
New 6 Stage with Mineral Filter
and Booster Pump
The mineralized water after the
mineralized filter has perfectly
balanced proportions of minerals
necessary for healthy development
of the human body.
www.gurak.com.tr
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100% Natural

Alkaline Water
with Ionic Calcium,
Magnesium and Potassium.
EC106-Alkaline
New 6 stage with Alkaline filter
The Alkaline filter changes the acidic
RO water into a perfect Natural Alkali
Calcium Ionized Water.
www.gurak.com.tr

IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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Pure & Simple
It's Better Water
Clean Refreshing Taste
Discover the most
powerful detoxifying,
hydrating & energy
boosting water available.

EC106P-Alkaline
New 6 stage with Alkaline filter
& booster pump
The Alkaline filter changes the acidic
RO water into a perfect Natural Alkali
Calcium Ionized Water.
www.gurak.com.tr
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PUREPRO REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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100%
Natural
Alkaline
Water
with Ionic Calcium,
Magnesium and
Potassium.

M800-Alkaline
Natural Alkaline Oxygen RO Systems
M800-Alkaline comes with 6th stage
®

PurePro Alkaline Filter that
will reduce acidity in the body
and it will produce natural
calcium, magnesium,
sodium and potassium
ions that can be absorbed
100% in the human body.
www.gurak.com.tr

IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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Alkaline Water
For Better Health
The only filtration in the world that will produce natural
calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium ions that can
be absorbed 100% in the human body.
Use Reverse Osmosis- Absolute Purity
Produce perfectly ph-balanced alkaline water
Help minimize the fluctuations of your body's pH.
This natural calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium
ions can be absorbed 100% by the body.
Makes the water cleaner and healthier.

S800P-Alkaline
Natural Alkaline Oxygen RO Systems
S800P-Alkaline comes with 6th stage PurePro
Alkaline Filter that will reduce acidity in the
body and it will produce natural calcium,
magnesium, sodium and potassium ions that
can be absorbed 100% in the human body.

®

www.gurak.com.tr
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IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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Bring your

WATER
back to NATURE
High Technology, High Life,
IONICA Drinking Water System.
S-500P Drinking Water System
The new water filter not only
looks better, but is also easier to
maintain. Use twist and quick-change
cartridge design makes filter changes
fast and easy with no tools, spills or
contamination.
www.gurak.com.tr

IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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ASTROBOY are designed to provide top
quality water for your customers who can't
or don't want to install an under sink system.
Built-in the automatic flushing and selfcleaning procedure, its membrane always
remains clean. Water never stands still for a
longer time to avoid bacteria growing.
You can get the best quality water.

Advanced
RO technologies

ASTROBOY
Countertop smart RO system
Easy installation, just plug & drink, convenient,
easy to use, easy to maintain. LCD display to
tell if the filter needs to be replaced.
www.gurak.com.tr
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IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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RO200 improves both the taste and quality of your water.
It reduces up to +99% of the chlorine, as well as
objectionable odors and sediment. RO200 also reduces
the following hard water contaminants that may be
present in your water: lead, cooper, barium, chromium,
mercury, sodium, cadmium, fluoride, nitrite, nitrate,
and selenium.

RO200
Commerical RO
Systems

RO200
Light Commercial RO
with 11G Tank
Small in size, but big in capacity.
This free standing RO system is
only 30 inch in height, but it can
produce 200 gallons per day of
pure water.
www.gurak.com.tr
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Quality
WATER
for
Quality
LIFE

RO800 improves both the taste
and quality of your water.
It reduces up to +99% of the
chlorine, as well as objectionable
odors and sediment.
RO800 also reduces the following
hard water contaminants that may
be present in your water: lead,
cooper, barium, chromium,
mercury, sodium, cadmium,
fluoride, nitrite, nitrate,
and selenium.

RO800
800GPD Light Commercial
Reverse Osmosis System
with 20G Tank
Small in size, but big in capacity.
This free standing RO system is only
30 inch in height, but it can produce
800 gallons per day of pure water.
www.gurak.com.tr
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Quality Water
for Quality Life

Health

Delicacy

Beauty

Water Ionizer JA-103
The world's best selling water ionizer, even though it has been on the
market for only two years.

Four levels of alkaline water
Two levels of acid water, including super-oxide
Filter water (non-ionized) - by Silver Coated
Activated Carbon Filter
Stainless steel output spout
Built-in auto-flushing electrode
Unique post-operation automatic and silent
cleansing for extended lifespan
Voice confirmation every time you select a
different pH level
Filter change required indicator
Easy 1-minute change filter compartment
Optional ability to connect direct to plumbing
and operate under mains pressure
www.gurak.com.tr

IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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Water Ionizer JA-503
ORP & pH display
The world's best selling water ionizer
is IONICA Water Ionizer, even though
it has been on the market for only two years.

A better design,
A better quality

Three levels of alkaline water
Two levels of acid water, including super-oxide
Filter water (non-ionized) - by Silver Coated Activated
Carbon Filter
Stainless steel output spout
Stylish upright look with full electronic LED panel
Water flow display indicator
pH display indicator
ORP display indicator
Built-in auto-flushing electrode
Unique post-operation automatic and silent cleansing
for extended lifespan
Voice confirmation every time you select a different pH level
Filter usage liquid crystal display indicator
Easy 1-minute change filter compartment
Optional ability to connect direct to plumbing and
operate under mains pressure

Our Best
Seller!

www.gurak.com.tr
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IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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Four levels of alkaline water.
One level of acid water
Filter water (non-ionized) - by Silver Coated Activated Carbon Filter
Stainless steel output spout
Built-in auto-flushing electrode
Unique post-operation automatic and silent cleansing for extended lifespan
Sound confirmation every time you select a different pH level
Easy 1-minute change filter compartment
Optional ability to connect direct to plumbing
and operate under mains pressure

Health
Delicacy
Beauty
Water Ionizer JA-2000
Under Counter type
The world's best selling water ionizer
is PurePro Water Ionizer, even though
it has been on the market for only two years.
www.gurak.com.tr

IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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Pure & Simple
It's Better Water.
PurePro ® Alkaline Filter
Clean Refreshing Taste
Absolute Pure
Ultimate Hydration
Stable Alkalinity of pH 8.0~9.5
Ionic Calcium Infused for
Maximum Absorbtion
www.gurak.com.tr
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ALKALINE +
FILTER
CARTRIDGE
The alkaline water after the PurePro® alkaline plus filter has
perfectly balanced proportions of minerals necessary for
healthy development of the human body. The alkaline plus
filter changes the acidic RO water into a perfect natural
alkaline water. It will reduce acidity in the body and it will
produce natural calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium
ions that can be absorbed 100% in the human body.

www.gurak.com.tr

Produces perfectly ph-balanced alkaline
water, helps minimize the fluctuations
of your body's pH.

Makes the water cleaner and healthier.
This filter improves the qualities of clean
water by adding necessary for proper human
development and health minerals, such as
Calcium, Magnesium, Sodium, Potassium and
others readily found in many natural mineral
waters.

Turn acidic drinking water into alkali calcium
ion water.
This natural calcium, magnesium, sodium,
potassium ions can be absorbed 100% by
the body.

Mainly installed with RO systems to
complement their absolute filtration
qualities.

It is easily absorbed in the body because it
has structurally smaller molecules which help
the body take in more water and replenish
quickly lost water.

IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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Euro-Luxury Faucet
Best Luxurious RO faucet
IONICA Luxury RO system includes
new best Euro-Luxury faucet which is
the most beautiful, most elegant
design in the world. This faucet can
make an important aesthetic statement
and can be an essential part of the style
of your modern kitchen.
(Lead free, NSF certificated)

www.gurak.com.tr
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IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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15000GPD
Industrial
RO System

Purification filter
for laboratory
and industrial using
www.gurak.com.tr

IONICA REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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24000GPD
Industrial
RO System
Purification filter
for laboratory
and industrial using
www.gurak.com.tr
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NSF
MADE IN U.S.A.

c PUREPRO USA CORP., ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

